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Narrative forms  

Looking at texts, stories, interactive stories,  
narrative structure (journey of a hero), storytelling, 

journalism and politics as special game 
mechanics.  

What are the motivational structures?  

Starting point: GAMES AND RULES (BOOK) 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Game mechanics
Game mechanics are made of rules and rulesets.  

Gameplay mechanics are the rules exposed to the 
player (Interaction). 

Mechanics in action motivate people, create a magic 
circle and bring them, in best cases, into a state of flow. 

There are several strategies to create and design 
motivation. 
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Awesomenauts - Game mechanics & gameplay rules



*Motivational design
Most simple motivational design is challenge: 

Simple mechanics (Rules):
Challenge - Options - [Decisions] - Reward/Punish 

Enriched game mechanic: 
Graphics, Animation, Sound, Story... 

Narrative mechanics can be used on all layers: 
challenges, in rewards, punishments. 

CHALLENGE

OPTION 
A OPTION 

B

OPTION 
C

DECISCION

REWARD

PUNISH
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Crash Bandicoot



*Motivational architecture
A game is a complex motivational structure,  

made of different mechanics 

In most of the cases:   
macro mechanic > 
micro mechanics >

 nano mechanics

 Narrative mechanics can be used on every level and 
for linking different levels. 

game mechanics
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Macro mechanic                                  Crash Bandicoot              Micro mechanics | Nano mechanics



*Texts
Reading text (semiose) as a game mechanic: Every 

text is a challenge with language rules (phrases). 

Macro mechanic: Understand the text &  
understand text coherence. 

Micro mechanic: Understand a phrase (SPO, 
Syntax,Paradigma). 

Nano mechanic: Understand single words 
(Paradigma/Framing).  

 
Reward: Understand, enjoy  
Punishment: Read again
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Recipe

CLASSIC DEVILED EGGS

This is the all-time winner for an appetizer. 

The reason for this is easy to understand. Deviled eggs are easy to make, tasty even made the classic 
way and can be spruced up with interesting flavors!

Mine are pretty basic, but do include a couple of tasty additions, such as two varieties of mustard 
and some tangy chives. I’ve left options for bacon and a little heat too!

Most specialty deviled egg plates have a dozen spaces–that will require six eggs. However, I always 
play it safe and make at least 10 hard-cooked eggs if not the entire dozen. My reasoning is that 
Murphy’s Law will prevail and I will definitely louse up a couple either by accidents removing the 
shells or uneven cutting.



**Stories

Stories are complex motivational designs. 
Working with bigger challenges, decisions, rewards, 

punishments, own imagination (Leerstellen). 

Example: drama, journey of a roach. 

'Textsorte' with explicit game mechanic structure: 
criminal story 
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Narrative mechanics in games
Narrative mechanics in computer games are not only 
processed by humans, they are now also processed 

by a narrative mechanic and then interpreted by 
humans. 

More explicit and not implizit decisions.
> Multilineare storytelling!
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Walking dead



*Creating stories in playing
A „reading“ is an experience generated from a 

game mechanic (and the reader/player).

Readings (interpretations) in stories are often implicit. 
In Games they are often more explicit (up to 

multilinear). 
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Let's play - God of war (jacksepticeye)



*Associative-narrative mechanics
The story is not explicitely told by a narrative 

mechanic. There are some hints and story bits. The 
players put together a story based on these rules. 

Another World, FAR: Lone sails 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Another World          
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FAR: Lone sails



Procedural & adaptive stories
The story itself is produced by an algorithm (rules). 

Because rules can 'react' to different states in a game, 
games can adapt their stories: 

Examples: Dwarf Fortress, Façade  
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Open narrative mechanics
Pinball machines started to have different offers for 

stories. The player could choose and work on different 
quests at the same time.  

Something similar we see in open world games: A lot 
of different (narrative) mechanics at the same time. 

Examples: Pinballs, Open World Games like GTA 
(Society of the spectacle)  
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Pinball TWILIGHT - OpenWorld mechanics?
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Red dead redemption 2 - https://rdr2map.com/  
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GTA IV - Open World similar to the analog world?



The market

The free market is a narrative and a narrative 
mechanic (Cultural evolution) 

Example in Games: Lemonade Tycoon 

Free market as a mechanic:
It is able to solve every problem on earth. Even truth 

can be evaluated at the market. 
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Simple as that? Lemonade Tycoon (EA)



Narrative mechanics in 
journalism

More and more, journalism is written as a thesis (Market). 
Economic: More clicks. Pro and contra clicks it. 

Long term: Even if the thesis is wrong. The thesis still 
lives. It is there as an actual narrative mechanic. Never 

outdated 

Your challenge: Find proof for your thesis. 
Reward: You find a proof/hint, you got points, you are 

happy, your community is happy. 
Punishment: The antithesis got points! Try harder!   
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20min - teasers - radical - click it - pro and contra
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 tagesanzeiger.ch - thesis   

http://tagesanzeiger.ch


**Narrative
A narrative is a meaningful narrative that influences the way the 

environment is perceived. It transports values and emotions,[1] is 
usually related to a certain cultural circle and is subject to temporal 

change. In this sense, narratives are not arbitrary stories, but 
established narratives with legitimacy. See: the narrative of the french 

revolution: Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité! 
[2][3] 

Narratives: 
- - modernism 
- - progress 
- - science 
- - dishwasher career 
- - better future for all 
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**Narratives in politics
Like games politicians try to create a narrative 

mechanic that is more immersive/attractive than all the 
others and the rest of the world.  

The narrative mechanic is rewarding and punishing. 
And perhaps at the end you use the narrative as the 

last extension/glasses to the world.  

The political magic circle. 

> Mr. Trump 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Narratives in action


